A sort of Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability occurs when a shock wave is launched into the bulk of continuous medium from its boundary surface. Such is the situation in the LAPLAS (Laboratory of Planetary Sciences) experiment planned at GSI to be performed on the future FAIR facility for the study of high energy density states of matter. It happens when the absorber region expands driving the implosion of the pusher layers. Since the pusher remains in solid state during the implosion, it retains elastic-plastic properties that will affect the evolution of the hydrodynamic instabilities. We have studied the RM dynamics of a vacuum/solid interface by means of an analytical model and by two-dimensional numerical simulations with the code ABAQUS [1][2][3]. The typical behaviour of the perturbation amplitude is shown in Fig.1 for different values of the yield strength Y (5, 10, 20, 40, ∞ MPa) and for a shear modulus G = 13 GPa. For reference we also show the classical growth rate (G = 0, Y = ∞). As we can see, the perturbation grows up to a maximum value ξ m determined by the yield strength and then it oscillates elastically with an amplitude that is much less than ξ m ( ξ 0 = 20 µm is the initial perturbation amplitude of the interface).
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In Fig.2 we have represented the results of extensive numerical simulations for the relative amplitude ξ m − ξ p , where ξ p is taken as the amplitude at the time when the interface is free of stresses (the inflexion point in Fig.1 ). We find that this magnitude is only a function of the pa- 
